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Hard hitting progressive rock mixed with funk, pop, and other styles, that kicks you in the bum then pats

you on the shoulder to ease your pain. 11 MP3 Songs ROCK: Hard Rock, POP: Power Pop Details: Take

part rock, part funk, add in some pop and techno, and what's the end result? - Boston's multi-styled and

distinctive Blue Moon Harem. They've created a unique sound, covering different genres of rock, which

has become their trademark. Blue Moon Harem was formed by singer/songwriter Bix and guitarist

Demetri in 1999. After deciding to take a different approach to recording, they procured the services of

well respected producer Jim Siegel; as well as, the talents of drummer Lex Lianos, and bass player Paul

Bryan (Paula Cole, Katie Curtis, and Amiee Mann). The outcome is the 11 song self titled Blue Moon

Harem. This powerful CD is diverse and fun, basic yet complex, and is appealing to, and has received a

very positive response from, a wide ranging audience. The CD kicks off with the pulsing rock tune

Addiction which has received airplay on WAAF's local music show in Boston, on which the band has also

performed live. Addiction, along with Ride and Dog's Life, has been praised in reviews leading to spots as

a featured "song of the day" on Garageband.com's home page. The songs Addiction and Dog's Life are

featured in the independent movie Under Surveillance from New York based Fourth Horizon Cinema, and

the band's entire CD is featured in the film The Les McGuire Interview from Chicago based Sorry Dog

Films. Blue Moon Harem's current lineup is: Bix on vocals; Demetri on guitars; Cafunko on drums and

percussion; and Jack on the bass. BMH is supporting their release with live performances throughout the

New England and New York areas.
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